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Old laws, cards' zero-liability policies don't always apply
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While the market for mobile payments is expanding quickly, the laws that govern payments -- and provide
important protection for consumers using them -- are still catching up.
"Regulations are always a step behind technology," says Will Hernandez, editor of Mobile Payments Today. "One of
the big things that is holding consumers back is the security issues. They're concerned about whether their
information is safe."
Mobile payments are a growing target for fraudsters. Mobile payments accounted for 14 percent of all transactions
in 2014, but 21 percent of fraudulent transactions, according to LexisNexis.
(http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/insights/true-cost-fraud-mobile-infographic.aspx)
A February 2016 white paper (http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/white-papers/2016/02/the-legalframework-of-mobile-payments) commissioned by The Pew Charitable Trusts found that mobile payments pose some serious risks to consumers. The paper, "The
Legal Framework of Mobile Payments: Gaps, Ambiguities and Overlap," found that liability laws surrounding mobile payments are still developing and the current
landscape leaves some serious loopholes and a good deal of ambiguity about what's required of companies.
If you've made the leap to mobile payments or are planning to do so soon, here's what you need to know, and how to stay safe:
1. Your protection depends on the type of card you link to an account.
Most mobile payment systems require borrowers to connect their account to a source of funds, typically a credit card, debit card or prepaid card. Once you've done
so, purchases made via the app will enjoy the same level of consumer protection as the connected card. It's important for consumers to understand, however, that
those protections vary dramatically depending on the type of card used.
Federal law typically provides credit card users with protection from losses of more than $50. Credit cards also allow you to hold o on paying merchant charges if
there's a dispute while the issuer investigates. If the card company agrees that the charges are bogus, you won't have to pay them.
For debit card users, however, the ceiling for consumer liability is much higher, at $500 if you don't notify your bank
within two days of discovering the fraud ($50 if you do notify them within that time frame). In practice, though, most
issuers extend zero liability (http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/4-keys-zero-liability-policies-debit-credit1282.php) to their customers, but you won't have access to the funds while the charges are being disputed.
There are no federal laws giving consumers remedy for unauthorized use of prepaid accounts such a gift cards, although
some issuers o er zero liability. Linking a bank account directly to a mobile wallet also provides fewer protections, but
some banks have said (http://www.pymnts.com/news/2014/customers-merchants-face-zero-liability-with-apple-pay/) that
they'll extend zero liability to Apple Pay. There are few regulations around nonbank services that store money, such as
PayPal or Venmo.

There's not a lot of
transparency with
mobile payments.
-- Seth Ruden
ACI Worldwide

Stay safe: If you're unsure about your liability, use a credit card to fund your mobile wallet since it o ers the best
consumer protections. Also, read the terms of any zero liability policy that your bank does provide, says Mark Budnitz, author of that Pew paper and a professor of
law emeritus at Georgia State University College of Law. "There are di erent versions of zero liability, and the exclusions, limitations, and conditions can vary," he
says.
2. You may not know your rights before downloading an app.
The federal Truth in Lending Act (http://www.creditcards.com/glossary/term-truth-in-lending-act.php) protects consumers from unfair lending practices and
requires that nancial institutions provide "conspicuous" disclosures that explain to consumers their rights and liability when using a speci c payment method.
However, half of in-store purchase apps surveyed by the Federal Trade Commission in 2014 did not disclose whether they o ered any liability limits or dispute
resolution restrictions, such as requiring arbitration. "There's not a lot of transparency with mobile payments," says Seth Ruden, a senior fraud consultant with
payment systems company ACI Worldwide.
This is particularly an issue with "stored-value" apps o ered -- Starbucks is the biggest example -- which require
consumers to upload money directly to the app for purchases, rather than paying by credit or debit card as you go.
There also aren't any laws that prevent companies from changing the terms of an agreement once you've started using
an app. Nor are there rules dictating how they need to tell consumers they've done so. Even when companies provide
protection, it often remains unclear what steps consumers should take if a dispute does arise. "There's a lot of confusion
about who to call when things go wrong," Hernandez says. "Do you call Apple? The credit card company? The merchant?"
Stay safe: Stick with apps that let you use a credit card or clearly disclose upfront the processes for dealing with any
potential disputes. If you're unable to avoid using an app without disclosures, limit the amount you spend with it.
3. You won't have overdraft protection. If you spend more money than you have in a bank account linked to a mobile
wallet or other transactional app, you could be setting yourself up for overdraft fees.
Stay safe: Keep yourself from spending more than your current balance by signing up for text alerts from your bank that
let you know if you're approaching some pre-set amount. If you're using a debit card, opt out of overdraft protection -your transaction may be declined if you have insu cient funds, but you won't have to pay any overdraft fees.

There's a lot of
confusion about who
to call when things go
wrong. Do you call
Apple? The credit card
company? The
merchant?

-- Will Hernandez
4. You're likely sharing information with more companies than you'd like. The number of companies that have
Editor, Mobile Payments Today
access to your data at some point in a transaction has grown signi cantly as payments have gone mobile. A single
purchase could now involve your phone manufacturer, phone service provider, nancial institution, app maker and a retailer. Health-related purchases might also
include your insurer. A breach at any one of the systems could give hackers access to your personal information and make you susceptible to identity theft.

The Consumer Finanical Protection Bureau has just begun looking into the data security techniques employed by the mobile industry. In early March, for the rst
time, it took action (http://www.consumer nance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-takes-action-against-dwolla-for-misrepresenting-data-security-practices/) against a mobile
payment provider, Dwolla, claiming that it had misrepresented its data security practices and had failed to encrypt some consumer information.

Stay safe: Stick with apps that use encryption or tokenization (http://www.creditcards.com/glossary/term-tokenization.php) technology, which o ers you the most

Stay safe: Stick with apps that use encryption or tokenization (http://www.creditcards.com/glossary/term-tokenization.php) technology, which o ers you the most
protection against identity thieves. You'll also want to take basic precautions such as password-protecting your phone, avoiding public Wi-Fi and enabling two-factor
authentication (http://www.creditcards.com/glossary/term-twofactor-authentication.php) whenever it's available. "Mobile payments are just another example of
why consumers need to practice good security practices with respect to their device," says Jackie McCarthy, director of wireless Internet development with CTIA -The
Wireless Association.
See related: Mobile payment statistics (http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/mobile-payment-statistics-1276.php), Video: Digital ngerprints can be
hacked, too (http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/video-hack- ngerprint-security-id-theft-1457.php), Video: Protect your privacy while using mobile
shopping apps (http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/video-protect-privacy-mobile-shopping-apps-1457.php)
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Three most recent Legal, regulatory, privacy issues stories:
CFPB rule: Consumers should be able to band together and sue (/credit-card-news/cfpb-arbitration-rule-consumers-class-action-suit.php) – Banks, GOP
oppose measure that would end "mandatory arbitration" clauses that prevented class-action suits ...
Bluesnar ng is newest card fraud at gas pumps and ATMs (/credit-card-news/bluesnar ng-new-card-fraud-gas-stations-atms.php) – With a skimmer and
Bluetooth technology, fraudsters can sit nearby and intercept your payment transaction details ...
TransUnion to pay $60 million to consumers agged as criminals (/credit-card-news/transunion-to-pay-60-million-to-consumers- agged-as-criminals.php)
– A jury sided with a consumer who claimed TransUnion violated federal law over OFAC alerts ...
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